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Course Description

This course is an introduction to empirical asset pricing, with focus on the term structure of
equity returns. Because good empirical work is always guided by theory, we will begin by reviewing
some basic asset pricing theory, and move on to discuss a number of empirical puzzles arising from
that theory. We then discuss a few recent attempts to solve these puzzles theoretically and focus on
new puzzles arising within these models. Thus, our focus will be on empirical evidence that both
is guided by existing theory, and provides an important roadmap for future theoretical inquiry.

A central ingredient of the class are student presentations. Students have two options: (i)
present their own ongoing work; (ii) present current papers marked with an (*). Presentations
of own work will be 20 minutes per student. Students should prepare slides for a 15 minutes
presentation to leave room for ample discussion and interaction with fellow students. It is totally
fine to present papers that are preliminary and early work. Presentations of papers marked with a
(*) are group presentations of up to three students. These presentations are 45 minutes per paper.
Students should briefly summarize the core findings and then move on to a critical discussion of
the paper. I expected the presentations to then lead a group discussion involving all students. Aim
of the exercise is to spur possible ideas for future research.

You can find useful tips on how to prepare these presentations here.

Time permitting and conditional on demand I will also give some insights into the academic
job market including application process, elevator pitches, how to prepare an interview “spiel”, the
actual interview process, flyouts, and ultimately offers.

https://web.stanford.edu/~piazzesi/Reading/rules.pdf


Prerequisites

This course is intended for Ph.D. students in finance and economics, and I will assume knowledge
of first-year Ph.D.-level microeconomics, macroeconomics and econometrics.

Ideally, all students have some familiarity with the basic Breeden–Lucas–Rubinstein consumption-
based asset pricing model.

Class participation is very important. Many of you have useful insight and experience that can
undoubtedly benefit our class discussions. Also, questions usually lead to a better understanding
of the material for everyone. Please do not hesitate to share your experience or questions with the
rest of the class!

Course Materials

• Required Text

Cochrane, John H., Asset Pricing (revised Edition), Princeton University Press, 2005 (JC).

• Recommended Texts

Campbell, John Y. and Lo, Andrew W.-C. and MacKinlay, A. Craig, The Econometrics of
Financial Markets, Princeton University Press, 1997 (CLM).

The recommended text will not be explicitly employed in the course, but provides additional
insight into some of the topics covered.

In addition, I will refer to a series of recent papers below.

• Lecture Slides and Handouts

I will distribute the lecture slides before class. The notes contain an outline of the course
discussion and some detail on the topics covered. However, much of the class discussion will
add value to the notes and texts. Hence, it is imperative that students attend the course and
participate in the discussion.

Course Outline and Readings

This an approximate schedule of topics that I will cover. You should read the corresponding material
in the text prior to the lecture. “JC” refers to the book by Cochrane; “CLM” refers to the book
by Campbell, Lo, and MacKinley. Required readings are denoted by R and optional readings are
denoted by O. Papers for student presentations are denoted by *.



Course Outline and Readings

(Required readings are denoted by “R”, optional readings by “O”, papers for presentations by *.)

Block One: Tue 9:00am–10:30am – The basic Consumption-Based Model and Asset-Prizing
Puzzles

• Course Outline and Introduction

• Derivation and analysis of Consumption-Based Asset Pricing model (CCAPM)

• Puzzles arising within the CCAPM

– JC, chapters 1–9 (R)

– Mehra and Prescott (1985) (O)

Block Two: Tue 10:45am–12:15am – The Long Run Risk (LRR) Model

• Introduction of the Long Run Risk Model (LRR)

– Bansal and Yaron (2004) (R)

Block Three: Tue 1:00pm–2:30pm – External Habit Formation Models

• Introduction to external habit formation models

– Campbell and Cochrane (1999) (R)

– Constantinides (1990) (O)

Block Four: Tue 2:45pm–4:15pm – Rare Disaster Models

• Introduction to models of rare disasters

– Barro (2006) (R)

– Rietz (1988) (O)

– Gabaix (2012) (O)

– Wachter (2013) (O)

Block Five: Tue 4:30pm–6:00pm – The Term Structure of Equity Returns

• Introduction to the term structure of equity returns

– van Binsbergen et al. (2012) (R)

– van Binsbergen and Koijen (2017) (O)



Block Six: Wed 9:00am–10:30am – Long Run Discount Rates

• Very long run discount rates using housing data

– Giglio et al. (2014) (R)

– Giglio, Maggiori, and Stroebel (2016) (O)

– Giglio, Maggiori, Stroebel, and Weber (2015) (O)

Block Seven: Wed 10:45am–12:15am – Term Structure of Equity Returns: Cross-Sectional
Evidence

• Cash flow duration and the term structure of equity returns

– Weber (2017) (R)

– Dechow, Sloan, and Soliman (2004) (O)

Block Eight: Wed 1:00pm–2:30pm – Term Structure of Equity Returns: Possible Explanations

• Term Structure of Equity Returns: Possible Explanations

– Lettau and Wachter (2007) (R)

– Croce, Lettau, and Ludvigson (2015) (R)

– Ai, Croce, Diercks, and Li (2012) (O)

– Belo, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2015) (O)

Block Nine: Wed 2:45pm–4:15pm – New Keynesian Models and Asset Pricing

• New Keynesian Models and Asset Pricing

– Gorodnichenko and Weber (2016) (R)

– Weber (2015) (R)

Block Ten: Wed 4:30pm–6:00pm – Nominal Rigidities and Corporate Policies

• Nominal Rigidities and Corporate Policies

– DAcunto, Liu, Pflueger, and Weber (2017) (R)

– Gomes, Jermann, and Schmid (2016) (R)
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